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Creating Groups and Users in Works
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Works is a web-based application that offers a complete set of features that can  
help your organization automate its existing process for purchasing goods and  
making payments with credit card accounts.

During your implementation process your Implementation Manager may have  
or will assist you in developing your group and users structure. Traditionally the  
group and user structure in Works mirrors that in yourcompany.

However, you may have changes and additions to make to these structures  
while using Works. In this session we’ll discuss the steps for creating and  
maintaining your users and groups.



After reviewing this Participant Guide, you will be able to:

• Understand basic foundational  
concepts and terms

• Create and maintain groups

• Create and maintain users

• Locate Works support
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Defining Groups

A group is a collection of users  
within Works grouped by  
department or other units  
defined by the organization.
Every user in Works must belong  
to a single group. The simplest
organizational structure consists  
of a single group of all users.

User 2User 1 User 3

Back to  
Basics  

Business
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Defining Groups

Parent Groups  
and Subgroups

Back to  
Basics  

Business
Human  

Resources

User 1:  
Group  

Official Only
Finance

User 2

User 1
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Defining Users and Roles

A user is any employee in an  
organization who is assigned a  
Login Name within Works. All  
users must be a member of a  
group and can be assigned one  
or more roles depending on  
company needs.

User 2User 1 User 3

Back to  
Basics  

Business
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Defining User Roles

Global Role
• Perform assigned role over the  

entire company.

• These roles are assigned at the  
user level or at the group level.

Group Official Role
• The role has oversight to  

specific groups and subgroups.

• The role is assigned after the  
group is created.

Back to  
Basics  

Business

Finance

Human  
Resources

User 1:  
Group  

Official Only

User 2

User 1
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Creating a Group
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Creating a Group
Select Parent Group
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Creating a Group
Group Name
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Creating a Group
Group Address
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Creating a Group
Group Roles
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Creating a Group
Default Allocation Settings
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Creating a Group
Approval Settings
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Creating a Group
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Managing a Group
Manage Multiple Groups
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Managing a Group
Manage a Single Group
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Managing a Group
Group Details
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Managing a Group
Group Members
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Managing a Group
Add Group Permissions
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Managing a Group
Add Group Official Roles
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Managing a Group
Edit Group Official Roles
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Managing a Group
Remove Group Permissions
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Managing a User
Purchase Request Routing
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Creating a User
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Creating a User
All users must be added to a group
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Creating a User

All fields with the asterisk (*) are required fields and must be completed in order to create a new User.

Global Role assigned  
at the user level:
• Role is linked to the user.

• If user moves out of the  
group, the role will follow  
the user.
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Creating a User
Allocation Settings and Email Notifications
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Managing a User
A Welcome Email is automatically sent when a user is created
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Managing a User
Send Welcome Email
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Managing a User
Manage Multiple Users
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Managing a User
Manage a Single User
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Managing a User
User Details
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Managing a User
Group Permissions
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Managing a User
Accounts
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Managing a User
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Works Support
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To summarize this Participant Guide, you should now be able to:

• Understand basic foundational  
concepts and terms

• Create and maintain groups

• Create and maintain users

• Locate Works support
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Help Resources
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Bank of America Works:
www.bankofamerica.com/worksonline

Card Assistant:
bofaml.com/cardassistant

Contacts:
Client Education
Email: cardclientreadiness@bofa.com

Card Digital Services
Call 1.888.715.1000 Option 2, 4
Email: CardDigitalServices@bofa.com

Company Level Support  
Call 800.822.5985, Option 1
Email: ccs_team_servicing@bankofamerica.com




